
Psy234: Social Psychology  
 

1. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH  
 
What is social psychology? 

§ Reactions to situational influences  
§ The scientific investigation of how the thoughts feelings and behaviours of individuals are influenced by the 

actual, imagine or implied presence of others.  
 
Where do research questions come from? 

§ We need theory and research in order to assess things – intuitions are not adequate in explaining such 
phenomena  

§ Testing a theory  
- Principals that account for a group of empirical findings 
- Differing levels of complexity  
- Used to derive predictions  

§ Curiosity  
§ Demonstrating a phenomenon 

- E.g. can experiences of physical warmth increase feelings of interpersonal warmth  
 
The experimental approach  
 
Between subject designs  

§ Washing away your sins: threatened morality and physical cleansing  
§ Background = link between physical cleaning and moral purification is explicit in many religions. The word 

clean and pure is used to describe physical and moral states. Emotion of Disgust is also experienced in 
physical and moral domains.  

§ Research questions = is there a link between moral purity and physical cleansing  
§ Hypothesis = threat to moral purity activates the need for physical cleansing  
§ Design experiment = randomly assign people to their either control or treatment group.  

- Treatment group = described an unethical deed from their pat 
- Control group = described an ethical deed from their past  

§ Collect data = have participant write about event and offer them gift at the end of study (pencil or antiseptic 
wipe) 

§ Analyse data and look at results  
§ Results = those made to take ethical deed only 37.5% took wipe while those who thought an unethical deed, 

75% took wipe  
§ Conclusion = accept hypothesis  
§ Advantage = between-subjects designs participants are randomly allocated to separate groups. Random 

allocation = inferences about causality  
 
Within-subject designs  

§ The biasing effect of topic importance  
§ Background = the importance of the topic can bias our evaluations of flawed studies – even if not much 

scientific proof, people are more likely to accept it if it is of high importance  
§ Research question = why do published studies of importance topics often contain elementary 

methodological errors? (e.g. no control group / no random assignment)  
§ Hypothesis = the importance of the research topic increases the chance it will be published  
§ Operationalise  

- Measured reviewer’s decisions by Publishability (DP = 9-point scale) 
- The participants were research psychologists and medical faculty Drs 

§ Design experiment  
- Every participant serves in a control group and a treatment condition 
- Every participant received 6 flawed brief descriptions of studies  

• 3 on important  



• 3 on unimportant  
- Importance = IV 
- Counterbalanced order of presentation  

§ Collect data  
- Post 6 reports flawed studies to each participants 
- Rate publishability  

§ Analyse the data and look at the results  
§ Results = important > unimportant to be published  
§ Conclusion = accept hypothesis  
§ Advantage = you don’t need as many participants as each person is own control  
§ Disadvantage = practice effects = contamination between two conditions  

 
Factorial design  

§ Portion size and consumption  
§ Background = people use portion size decide ow much palatable food to consume. This study also 

investigates the effect of contained size on consumption of not so palatable food  
§ Research question = does the container size has the same effect on consumption of palatable and less 

palatable food  
§ Hypothesis = large containers will increase the intake of both fresh and stale popcorn compared to small 

container  
§ Operationalise = Actual consumption (weight) of fresh and stale popcorn and measured moviegoers  
§ Design experiment  

- Randomly assign participants to receive free popcorn on entry to a cinema  
- Two independent variables = 2 container sizes (medium vs. large) and 2 palatability (fresh vs. stale 14 

days old) 
§ Collect data  

- Give out popcorn 
- Weight written on bottom of container 
- Both contained were large enough so that not all popcorn is consumed  
- Collect-up containers from moviegoers at end of movie and weigh 
- Ratings of the quality (stale rated stale) 

§ Analyse data and look at results  
§ Results = fresh popcorn consumed > stale popcorn but people ate more out of large container and same as 

stale popcorn  
§ Conclusion = size does matter – large container increased consumption of both fresh and stale popcorn  
§ Advantage = we can look at the effects of IV’s alone and/or together  
§ Factorial designs typically involve 2 or more categorical IVs  

 
 
Quasi-experimental designs  

§ Stress and magical thinking  
§ Background = magical thinking and superstition are a common feature of human cognition. This study 

explores how stress effects cognitive functioning and might also increase magical thinking  
§ Research question = is there a relationship between magical thinking and stress 
§ Hypothesis = these who are exposed to high stress will exhibit higher levels of magical thinking  
§ Operationalise = Magical thinning questioner addressed to residents of Israel cities during the gulf war  
§ Design experiment  

- High stress = those residing in cities that were frequently bombed were in the high stress condition 
- Low stress = those residing in cities that were never attacked  

§ Collect data = interviews 
§ Analyse data and look at results  
§ Results = high stress were more likely to score higher in magical thinking than low stress 
§ Conclusion = stress results in magical thinking? 
§ Advantages = investigate naturally occurring characteristic that could not be included in lab 
§ Disadvantage = no control group = not able to allege causality (correlation not causation) 

 
 



Correlational designs  
§ Pathogens, personality and culture  
§ Background = there are cross cultural differences in personality, but the origins of these differences are 

unknown. Regional differences in the prevalence of infectious disease might account for some of these 
cultural personality difference  

§ Research question = is regional disease prevalence correlated with personality? 
§ Hypothesis  

- Where infectious disease is prevalent, personality styles that reduce sexual and social contact are 
functional 

- Specifically, there will be negative relationship between regional disease prevalence and  
• Unrestricted sexual style (many causal partners) 
• Extraversion 
• Openness to experience 

§ Operationalise  
- Measure regional prevalence and regional personality difference  
- Looked at medical atlas data of relative prevalence of infectious disease in 71 regions, 9 infectious 

disease and looked at cross cultural studies of big 5 personality factors and socio-economic orientation. 
Correlation between disease prevalence and current data on personality characteristics on many people.  

§ Design experiment = devise reliable coding scheme (e.g. 0=disease absent; 3= presents)  
§ Collect data = tabulate all the findings of these many cross-cultural studies using the Big 5 and SOI 
§ Analyse data and look at results  
§ Results = disease prevalence was negatively correlated with  

- A promiscuous sexual style  
- Openness to experience  
- Extraversion  

§ Conclusion  
- Can we conclude that infectious disease prevalence caused differences in personality?  

(a) Is there a relationship (correlation) between infectious disease prevalence and personality? YES 
(they have established this)  

(b) Is the relationship between infectious disease prevalence and personality spurious (false)? DON'T 
KNOW (we have no treatment/control), but after removing the effects of many different variables, 
the relationships still survived – (Controlled for life expectancy, economic development, climate, 
Individualism/Collectivism)  

(c) Does the “cause” (infectious disease prevalence) precede (lead to) the “effect” (personality 
differences)? Usually not in correlation, but current day personality was strongly correlated with 
1940s historical disease data, but only weekly with contemporary disease data.  

§ Advantage = allows us to explore questions that would be difficult or impossible in experimental designs.  
§ Disadvantage = no random allocation, therefore difficult to impute causality  

 
Experimental designs = Experimental designs typically involve a comparison of a treatment and a control group and 
generally allow us to impute causality. Variants of these basic designs are used in most of the social psychology 
research. Knowing the basic designs will help you to:  

§ Determine if the researchers have really demonstrated what they are claiming to demonstrate 
§ Think about how you might be able to conduct your own study  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


